Sub: Minutes for meeting held with Association of Indian Universities (AIU).

A meeting was convened with the officials of Association of Indian Universities (AIU) under the chairmanship of Secretary (Sports) in the Chamber of Secretary (Sports) MYA&S, Shastri Bhawan, New Delhi on 13th July, 2018 at 11:00 AM.

2. List of members who attended the meeting is placed below.
   a) Shri Rahul Bhatnagar, Secretary (Sports), MYAS
   b) Prof. Furqan Qamar, Secretary General, AIU
   c) Shri Sandip Pradhan, DDG SAI & CEO, KISG
   d) Shri Rohit Bhardwaj, Director (MDSD)
   e) Dr. Gurdeep Singh, Joint Secretary (Sports AIU)
   f) Ms Radhica Sreeman, Regional Director & Jt CEO (KI)
   g) Shri Nama Ashish, Consultant
   h) Deepak Kumar, Project Officer (TEAMS)

3. At the outset, Secretary (Sports) enumerated the basic vision behind conduct of 1st Edition of Khelo India School Games. He further expressed the basic plan for conduct of the next edition wherein School and University Games will be conducted together to create aspirational value among athletes.

Thereafter Agenda items were discussed -:

**Agenda Item No. 1**

**Proposed Dates for Khelo India University Games.**

It was decided that Khelo India University Games may be held w.e.f 12th to 24th January, 2018.

**Agenda Item No. 2**

**Number of Sports Disciplines.**

It was decided that in addition to all the 16 Sports Disciplines in the first edition of Khelo India School Games, two more sports disciplines i.e. Table tennis and Tennis may be considered for KIUG.
Agenda Item No.3

Number of Events for each Sports Discipline.

It was decided that the pattern followed in the 1st Edition of KISG may be adopted as per the technical handbook.

Agenda Item No. 4

Nomination of Sports wise coordinator from Association of Indian Universities (AIU).

It was decided that AIU may nominate 4 coordinator from each of the zone to manage the various modalities pertaining to KIUG.

Agenda Item No. 5

Qualifying Norms for Individual and Team Sports

After a detailed discussion it was decided that AIU will follow their own process for conduct of zonal tournaments and thereafter following action will be taken by AIU:-

a) For Team Events – 2 Teams from each zone i.e. a total of 8 Teams.

b) For Individual Events- 2 Athletes from each zone i.e. a total of 8 athletes and other 8 athletes will be nominated by respective NSF from amongst other Universities/Colleges like Vocational Colleges, Polytechnic, management Institutes etc so that adequate representation is given to the athletes.

Agenda Item No.6

Dates for Conduct of AIU Zonals.

It was decided that AIU will complete their entire process of conduct of Zonal tournament by 30th November, 2018 so that Khelo India team has enough time for preparation of University Games.
Agenda Item No. 7

Committee for Age and Eligibility Verification.

It was decided that two members from Khelo India team and 3 members from AIU will be involved in Verification of Age and eligibility of the athletes for KIUG.

Agenda item No. 8:

Venue of the Competition.

It was decided that 1st KIUG will be held at New Delhi at various SAI stadia.

Agenda Item No. 9

Manpower from AIU.

It was decided to workout detailed manpower requirement at an early date by AIU in consultation with SAI.

This issues with the approval of Secretary (Sports), MYAS.

Radhica Sreeman
Regional Director (Khelo India & Media)

To,
All Concerned
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